High Security Vehicle & Pedestrian Access

the most effective border agency...

Zaun Group
Setting new boundaries in border control

The Zaun Group are the only company able to offer a full turnkey solution, with an extensive range of innovative products
for almost any high security problems.
Zaun’s ethos is simple - to design and manufacture the best perimeter security systems available. We achieve this
through investing continually in the maintenance of existing and procurement of new production machinery. This always
keeps us one step ahead of the competition in terms of efficiencies in production, environment processes and flexibilities
in production - this ensures our fully integrated systems are always at the cutting edge of technology.
Zaun’s products are manufactured in purpose built facilities within the United Kingdom. All our facilities are accredited
to ISO9001 standards.
Combined with our can-do attitude in production, Zaun’s turnkey package ensures at every stage of the design,
production and managed installation process; our products are delivered and installed to the highest standards.
Our highly skilled product and technical development teams, continue to develop solutions to enhance our range of
products as well as designing bespoke products and solutions for our customers. These products are designed to work
seamlessly with our standard systems.
Our technical design and manufacturing capabilities ensures that we can combine our sales functions with tailored
specifications and give product advice as well as developing CAD designers, 3D illustrations and technical drawings.
Through supplying such quality products and overall service, Zaun have supplied products to some of the most prestigious
sporting and high security applications across sites in Europe, Australasia, The Middle East and South America.
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Zaun Group
Core Values of Company

Our Mission

Our Core Values

At Zaun Limited, it is our mission to
be the fencing supplier of choice,
providing value through effective
delivery of products and services. We
want our customers to be delighted
with the products and service they
receive from us, so that we are their
natural choice for fencing.

As we grow as a company, it has
become more and more important to
explicitly define the core values from
which we develop our culture, our
brand, and our business strategies.
These are the five core values that
we live by, throughout the Zaun
Group;
•
•
•
•
•

A Positive Customer Experience
Professional
Ambitious
Innovative
Responsive

Zaun Group
Business Statement

Having recognised a gap in the market, the Zaun Group has been created as a specialist supplier, installer and integrator
of physical perimeter protection systems. Today our competitors still struggle to keep up with the level of innovation that
Zaun has brought to the market.
In that time Zaun has evolved from a mesh supplier to a provider of complete fencing solutions on an international scale.
We pride ourselves on our unique ability to provide assistance from the planning stages of a project - undertaking the
design, manufacture and final installation of the system.
We are renowned for our ability to implement solutions for technically demanding sites.
Continuous investment in people and technology means that Zaun remains at the forefront of the fencing industry.
Our mesh manufacturing division is now well established and has enabled us to not only develop the widest range of
products on the market, but also to develop better performing products at lower costs. Able to produce large or small
quantities, it has ensured that Zaun is popular throughout the high security, corporate, residential and local authority
sectors.
Further investment in our woven mesh, welded mesh and railing systems, has seen Zaun’s market share increase and
we will continue to invest to ensure that Zaun continue to offer the best and most innovative products available.
Our expansion in our ranges has ensured that we can cater for requirements ranging from general perimeter security to
the most sensitive of environments.

(t): +44 (0)1902 796699 | (e): sales@zaun.co.uk | (w): www.zaun.co.uk
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Zaun Group
Installation & Project Management

Design

Project Management

Zaun Group design team would
look at all aspects of a project’s
requirements and the develop
effective and innovative solutions,
including:

Our team of project managers can
handle all aspects of your perimeter
installation project from conception
to completion and hand over.

• Detailed site surveys
• Design assessments
• Security systems
• Product integration &
		 specification
• Development of plans
• CAD drawings, site plans &
		calculations

• Site Supervision
• Health & Safety Management
• Risk and Health & Safety
• Systems Integration
• Management of Sub		Contractors
• Commissioning
• Project Handover to Client on
		Completion

Perimeter Security Surveys

Installation

Our on-site Perimeter Security
Surveys are guaranteed to quickly
identify site specific requirements,
safely and effectively highlighting
ways to reduce your risks and secure
the site appropriately.

Our reputation of supplying and
installing high security fencing
systems, to meet the standards
of BS1722, PAS and the security
criteria is second to none.

Zaun Group will carry out a full
specific survey of your site to assess
your potential requirements and
provide the best solutions to suit
your site, offering advise on the best
product to suit your requirements
and installation/site limitations.
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We
have
installed
perimeter
protection systems for some of the
most high profile sites around the
world including London Olympic
Games
2012,
Commonwealth
Games 2014, NATO Summit, G8,
NSS, Oil, Gas, Power and Utility
sites, Airports, Prisons and Borders .

(t): +44 (0)1902 796699 | (e): sales@zaun.co.uk | (w): www.zaun.co.uk

All of the Zaun Group are committed
to ensuring that our customers
receive the highest standard of
service at all times, from the initial
conception and design through to
completion and hand over.
Our
experienced
staff
pride
themselves in being able to deal with
the most complex of projects, which
are often of a restricted nature. We
operate a Quality Assurance System
registered with and conforming to BS
EN ISO 9001:2016, CHAS, Achillies
and
constructionline
standards
ensuring that the highest level of
workmanship is achieved at all times.
Maintenance
Zaun
Group
offers
bespoke
security maintenance contracts
tailored to meet the customer’s own
requirements.
Our technical ability, experience
and knowledge of the industry
make it possible to extend the
scope and capacity of protective
security measures for almost any
environment.
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Company Overview
The Zaun Edge

With Zaun, you really can have it all
- the widest range, the best service,
the highest quality products, the first
to market, bespoke solutions and
customer support.
Our designers use the latest research
and development to create bespoke
product solutions for customers
overcoming some of the most
challenging installation and design
requirements.
Zaun offers such exceptional levels
of customer service at every stage of
the supply chain process. Our sales
and technical teams work hand in
hand with our design department
to develop innovative, cutting edge
product solutions for our customers
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and provide all the technical, product
knowledge and support you could
possibly need.
Zaun invests continually in the
procurement of new and maintenance
of existing production machinery.
This keeps us one step ahead of the
competition on production flexibility,
efficiency
and
environmental
performance. Our factories and
manufacturing
processes
are
accredited to ISO9001 standards.
Zaun’s integrated solutions are
specified by British and overseas
government institutions along with
prisons and leading sporting events.

(t): +44 (0)1902 796699 | (e): sales@zaun.co.uk | (w): www.zaun.co.uk

Our systems are chosen as they
boast some of the highest security
standards available including CPNI,
Secured By Design, BRE Security
Rated products to LPS1175 and PAS
68 crash rated solutions.
We ensure we are at the forefront
of the perimeter protection industry
by taking a leading role in many
trade organisations. Our role in
the Perimeter Security Suppliers
Association (PSSA) as a founder
member demonstrates this level of
involvement.
Whichever way you look at it, Zaun
has the edge in perimeter protection.

Company Overview
Why Zaun?

One of the largest and most dynamic British manufacturers of high security perimeter
protection systems. Zaun’s comprehensive range of solutions combats the rapidly
changing security threat, and ensures our systems meet the perimeter security
requirement for any site. Tested by independent organisations and governments to
the most stringent criteria, our systems protect sites of critical national importance

INDUSTRY

LEADER

on a global scale.

Zaun has an unrivalled history of developing and manufacturing industry leading
perimeter systems. Our high security systems have been subjected to the most

LEADING
PRODUCTS

stringent test conditions from HVM fencing systems, barriers, bollards and gates
to security rated fencing and gate system protected against phyisical attacks and
breaches. Our perimeter systems include everything from fences, gates, bollard
and barriers to PIDS, access control, RADAR and CCTV cameras with video
analytics

Worldwide Zaun Group has regional sales offices in several destinations in the
United Kingdom (including Wolverhampton, London & Surrey), France, Sweden,
Spain, Italy, United Arab Emirates and Australia. Our manufacturing plants are
based at our Head Office in Wolverhampton, UK and Dubai, UAE.

REGIONAL

OFFICES

Our Manufacturing plants include a range of welded mesh and woven mesh
STATE-OF-THE-ART

MACHINERY

production equipment, tube and laser cutters and plasma cutting machines, all
designed and tweeked to specifically produce our vast range of bespoke and
standard manufactured perimeter systems.

Since 1996 Zaun have been manufacturing industry leading perimeter and sports
fencing solutions to serve markets around the world, ranging from sports fencing
for schools and sports clubs, to perimeter security for utilities, prisons, airports
and military bases. Our systems have been used at some of the world's most
prestigious major events including the Olympic Games, G8, NSS & NATO Summits
and sites of national importance such as the Meydan Racecourse in Dubai & PDO
Oil in Oman.

IN-HOUSE

DESIGN

PVC
COATED
(LEAD-FREE)

20
YEARS
ISO
CERTIFIED

LOCAL
SUPPORT

(t): +44 (0)1902 796699 | (e): sales@zaun.co.uk | (w): www.zaun.co.uk
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Pedestrian & Vehicle
Access

Guidance of Security Key;
To help guide you through our range of fencing solutions, we have given indications of the security ratings for
each of our products to help in the specification of these materials. These ratings consider the forcible attack
times taken during internal resting of our products.

Basic level of security - Level 1
Ultimate level of security - Level 5

Access Control Solutions
Zaun offers a range of pedestrian
and vehicle access solutions to meet
the security demand of each site.
From vehicle and pedestrian gates
to turnstiles, barriers and access
control, Zaun has the solution.

08
15

Zaun provide everything from
internal swing pedestrian gates to
high security cantilever gates with
electric toppings. Zaun can also
offer bespoke designs to allow for
electronic locks and panic latches to
further enhance the security of our
clients sites.
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Pedestrian Access Portals

A fully customisable pedestrian portal system
Features & Benefits
•
•
•
•
•

A total perimeter protection solution
to your temporary site
Fully customisable
Easily deployed and re-deployed for
temporary events
Ideal for use with turnstiles and gates
Also available in a crash rated PAS
68 version

The Zaun Pedestrian Portal is available as a portable re-deployable portal frame or a permanent solution. Designed to
house a wide range of options from single pedestrian gates to turnstiles. This portal system follows the contours of your
site and provides a stable platform of additional perimeter solutions. These include fencing, bollards, turnstiles or other
perimeter solutions designed to control pedestrian access.
A Pedestrian Portal system, supplied in a modular form allowing for single or multiple installations. Supplied either as a
stand alone portal or supplied with various infills. The Single pedestrian portal is also perfect for deployment at temporary
major events. Designed to be used within the MultiFence barrier system or also as a standalone portal providing single
or multiple access points.
Also available as a single or double portal, a pedestrian portal, designed to restrict access to and from a site by using
turnstiles as a point on entry and a gate as a point of quick exit. Each pedestrian portal is also available with your choice
of mesh and lock option. Also available in a hostile vehicle mitigation version see Terror Stopper PAS 68 Pedestrian
Portals. Available galvanised to EN ISO 1461:2009, which provides a service life in excess of 20 years. Powder coating
is also available upon request.

Specifications
Access Aperture:

1200mm Dimensions: 3040mm x 4320mm

Foundations:

No Foundations are required

Size:

Available as single or double portal
(t): +44 (0)1902 796699 | (e): sales@zaun.co.uk | (w): www.zaun.co.uk
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Pedestrian Turnstiles

Designed to control pedestrian access
Features & Benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Designed to complement the fence
line
Ideal for controlling pedestrian
access to or from your site
Available with optional signage
Optional cowled exit switch
90 degree and 120 degree rotor
options
Single or dual rotor
Bespoke solutions also available
Available in your choice of RAL
colour

A range of pedestrian turnstiles, available in full height, 3/4 height or half height options. Our high specification pedestrian
turnstiles are suitable for controlling access in a wide variety of environments. Designed for perimeter use and often used
in conjunction with sliding or hinged gates. Providing both pedestrian and vehicle control. On receipt of a signal from a
push-button, card reader etc., the turnstile will release the rotor, then closes and re-bolts. Available in single or double
cage versions, depending on the site requirements. Turnstile heights can also vary for full height turnstiles, tailored for
site requirements. A single rotor for left or right handed installations or twin rotors where two turnstiles are required.
Designed with 4 wing 90 degree or 3 wing 120 degree rotor options for a faster throughput. Also available with additional
signage, LED down lights, canopy, directional indicators, access control plates and cowled exit switches. Manufactured
with a cage combination of vertical bars with columns to form a short walkway. Columns also used to mount card readers
and other access control solutions. A metal canopy, designed with anti-drip guttering, lifts off for access.
Also available in any colour in the RAL colour range.

Specifications
Duty Rating:

100% - designed for continuous and frequent use

Options:

Signs / Special Colour / Lights / Cowled Switch / Trombone Rotor

Access Control:

Can be interfaced to any access control systems

Foundations Required:

Single Rotor Turnstile Foundation: 90° - (L): 1500mm x (W): 1500mm x (D): 300mm
Single Rotor Turnstile Foundation: 120° - (L): 1500mm x (W): 1500mm x (D): 300mm
Twin Rotor Turnstile Foundation: 90° - (L): 2200mm x (W): 1500mm x (D): 300mm
Twin Rotor Turnstile Foundation: 120° - (L): 2200mm x (W): 1500mm x (D): 300mm

Electrical Supply:

10
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230v 50Hz 2 amp supply single phase
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Manual Swing Gates SR1
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A security rated swing gate solution
Features & Benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Supplied in either Duo8 or HiSec 358
mesh infills
Available in heights of 1.8, 2.0, 2.4
and 3 mtrs
Supplied in either single leaf or
double leaf options
Single leaf maximum width 1.6 mtrs
Double leaf maximum width 7.1 mtrs
In-ground or base plated post fixing
Available in your choice of RAL
colours
Supplied with SR rated locks

Zaun’s range of SR1 Rated Gates are manufactured specifically with security in mind. Our SR1 rated gates have been
tested and approved to LPS 1175 Issue 7 by the Loss Prevention Certification Board (LPCB) and tested by the Buildings
Research Establishment (BRE). This testing processed has led to our products being entered into The RED BOOK.
Our SR1 Rated Gates are designed to be suitable for either pedestrian or vehicle access and are the perfect
accompaniment to our SR rated fencing solutions. Each gate is can be supplied with welded mesh infills Duo8 or HiSec
358. All products approved by LPCB are rigorously tested for resistance to deliberate attack and play an important
role in protecting people and property against physical attack, burglary, vandalism and terrorism. Our SR1 rated gates’
LPS 1175 approval specifically covers the approval and listing of intruder resistant building components, strong points,
security enclosures and free-standing barriers.
These SR1 rated gates have been designed with an additional over clip and special shear-drive bolts to the top and
bottom of the mounting post of Zaun’s standard Duo8 gate to give the gates their SR1 rating. For the HiSec 358 gate a
clamp bar at the side of the gate post is included with through bolts and stainless steel fixings. All versions of our SR1
rated gates are supplied with an SR-rated padlock as standard and can be supplied in your choice of RAL colour.

LPS 1175: ISSUE 7
CERT NUMBER: 1164

Specifications
Heights:

1.8m, 2.0m, 2.4m or 3m

Width:

Single Leaf (1.6m max), Double Leaf (7.1m max)

Infill:

Duo8 or HiSec 358

Lock:

Slide latch lock with SR rated padlock

Finish:

Galvanised & Powder Coated to your choice of RAL Colour
(t): +44 (0)1902 796699 | (e): sales@zaun.co.uk | (w): www.zaun.co.uk
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Manual Swing Gates SR2

High security SR rated swing gates
Features & Benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Supplied in HiSec Super 10 mesh
infills
Available in heights of 1.8, 2.0, 2.4
and 3 mtrs
Either single leaf or double leaf
Single leaf maximum width 1.6 mtrs
Double leaf maximum width 7.1 mtrs
In-ground or base plated post fixing
Available in your choice of RAL
colours
Supplied with SR rated slide latches
and padlocks

Zaun’s range of SR2 Rated Gates are manufactured specifically with security in mind. Our SR2 rated gates have been
tested and approved to LPS 1175 Issue 7 by the Loss Prevention Certification Board (LPCB) and tested by the Buildings
Research Establishment (BRE). This testing processed has led to our products being entered into The RED BOOK.
These SR2 Rated Gates are designed to be suitable for either pedestrian or vehicle access and are the perfect
accompaniment to our HiSec Super SR2 rated fencing solutions. Each gate is supplied with HiSec Super SR2 welded
mesh infills. All products approved by LPCB are rigorously tested for resistance to deliberate attack and play an important
role in protecting people and property against physical attack, burglary, vandalism and terrorism. Our SR2 rated gates
LPS 1175 approval specifically covers the approval and listing of intruder resistant building components, strong points,
security enclosures and free-standing barriers.
Each of our SR2 rated gates have been designed with a clamp bar at the side of the gate post is included with through
bolts and stainless steel fixings. An additional sheath is added to the slide latch locking system to provide the gate with
additional protection against potential attacks. All of our SR2 rated gates are supplied with an SR-rated padlock as
standard and can be supplied in your choice of RAL colour.
Available in single leaf and double leaf versions and supplied up to a maximum width of 7 mtrs (double leaf version).

LPS 1175: ISSUE 7
CERT NUMBER: 1164

Specifications

12
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Heights:

1.8m, 2.0m, 2.4m or 3m

Width:

Single Leaf (1.6m max), Double Leaf (7.1m max)

Infill:

HiSec SR2

Lock:

Slide latch lock with SR rated padlock

Finish:

Galvanised & Powder Coated to your choice of RAL Colour

(t): +44 (0)1902 796699 | (e): sales@zaun.co.uk | (w): www.zaun.co.uk
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Pedestrian Gates

Bespoke gate solutions for any perimeter
Features & Benefits
•
•
•
•
•

Bespoke designed gates to suit all
applications
Available with your choice of infills
and colours
Designed to suit any width and height
you require
Suitable for use with manual and
electronic locks
Access control options can be
applied

Zaun’s range of pedestrian gates are ideal for installation adjacent to any automated vehicular gate. Or as a pedestrian
access point within a fence line. Designed to provide a safe access route for pedestrian traffic to and from site. A range
of bespoke pedestrian gates, available for use with perimeter security fencing systems or sports fencing solutions.
All of our Pedestrian Gates, designed with your choice of welded mesh, woven mesh, vertical bar, solid plates, sheets
or timber infills to match any fence line. Our bespoke manufacturing capabilities ensures that we can design gates for
almost any requirement or size in almost any RAL colour to suit the environment or branding of the site. Manufactured
to British Standards (BS) from fully welded steel section with a wide range of infill options and available with a variety of
security locking systems including Locinox locks, electric release, electric lock, fail safe or secure options.
Each of our pedestrian gates can also be controlled using a manual lock or via access control, remote push buttons,
video entry, remote free exit buttons or latching lock release / handles to name a few. Also supplied with or without
closers. Each gate can also be supplied with a range of topping options to provide additional security. An additional mesh
over panel can also be provided to encase the gate within the fence line.

Specifications
Heights:

400mm to 5 mtrs (other heights available upon request)

Width:

Single Leaf (600mm - 10.0m), Double Leaf (1.2m to 14.0m) (other widths available)

Infill:

Your choice of welded mesh, solid sheet or railing

Accessories:

Your choice of slide latch, locks, closers, dropbolts & access control

Finish:

Galvanised & Powder Coated to your choice of RAL Colour
(t): +44 (0)1902 796699 | (e): sales@zaun.co.uk | (w): www.zaun.co.uk
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Manual Swing Gates

Gates designed to match fence line
Features & Benefits
•
•
•
•

•
•

Bespoke design to suit fence line
Aesthetically pleasing and easy to
operate
Ideal for sites that occasionally
require vehicle access
Available with your choice of infill
from welded and woven mesh to
vertical
bar and solid sheets
Supplied in almost any RAL colour
required
Can be supplied with a range of
locking and access control options

Zaun’s range of manual vehicle gates, ideally installed onto sites that occasionally require vehicle access. All of our
manual vehicle gates, available in single or double leaf. All vehicle gates can be designed with your choice of infill to
match any fence line. Infills are available in welded mesh, woven mesh, vertical bar, solid panels or timber.
Our bespoke manufacturing capabilities ensures that we can design gates in any size and configuration. Suitable for
almost any requirement or size and can be provide in almost any RAL colour. Typically our manual vehicle gates are
available in heights of between 1.8 metres and 4.0 metres high. Single leaf vehicle gates are available between 1.2 m
and 3.6 m wide (or a width to suit), framed in rectangular hollow section and typically supplied with a slide latch, rubber
bump stop and 2 x suitable gate posts, although other options are available to suit customer requirements.
Double leaf vehicle gates are available between 2.0 m to 7.2 m wide (or a width to suit), framed in rectangular hollow
section and typically supplied with drop bolts, slide latch, rubber bump stop and 2 x suitable gate posts, although other
options are available to suit customer requirements. Manufactured to British Standards (BS) from fully welded steel
section with a wide range of infill options and can also be provided with a range of locking systems including a variety
of Locinox systems, electric release, electric lock, fail safe or secure options. Each system may be galvanised only or
galvanised and polyester powder coated in your choice of RAL colours.

Specifications

14
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Heights:

1.8m to 5.0m (other sizes are available upon request)

Leaf:

Single Leaf: 2.0 m to 10.0 m / Double Leaf: 2.0 m to 14.0 m

Infill:

Your choice of welded mesh, solid sheet or railing

Accessories:

Your choice of slide latch, locks, closers, dropbolts & access control

Finish:

Galvanised & Powder Coated to your choice of RAL Colour

(t): +44 (0)1902 796699 | (e): sales@zaun.co.uk | (w): www.zaun.co.uk
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Prison Gates

High security gates to prison standards
Features & Benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•

Manufactured to MoJ specifications
Supplied with your choice of locking
and access control systems
Available in single leaf or double leaf
options
Blends seamlessly into the fence line
Provides excellent visibility
Available with your choice of mesh
cladding or privacy screening

Zaun’s range of MoJ approved prison style gates are designed specifically to the specifications supplied by the Ministry
of Justice. Each prison gate is supplied on round prison posts and clad with either HiSec 358 mesh, HiSec DualSkin
mesh or solid panels. Designed specifically to match the fence line, the prison gates blend seamlessly into the perimeter
security.
Each gate can be supplied with your choice of approved locking system, depending on security required. Our range of
prison gates are available in either single leaf or double leaf options and can be provided with access control solutions.
Each gate can be supplied with a range of topping options to provide additional security. A mesh over panel can also be
provided to encase the gate within the fence line.

Specifications
Height:

Single Leaf (2m) / Double Leaf (4.1m)

Width:

Single Leaf (1.2m) / Double Leaf (3.8m)

Infill:

HiSec clad on inside and outside (also available with privacy sheet)

Posts:

Round prison posts

Frame:

Round tubular frame

Accessories:

Approved locking system & dropbolts

Finish:

Galvanised & Powder Coated to your choice of RAL Colour
(t): +44 (0)1902 796699 | (e): sales@zaun.co.uk | (w): www.zaun.co.uk
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Sapphire Manual Sliding Gates

Bespoke sliding gate solutions
Features & Benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ideal for limited space or uneven
ground
Available with your choice of mesh,
solid panel or railing infill
Opening width of up to 15m
Available in galvanised only or your
choice of RAL colours
Compact shipping & ready to
assemble on site
Requires smaller lifting plant
equipment
For new or existing fence lines

Sapphire Manual Sliding Gates from Zaun, commonly used when other gate installations are not possible. Ideal for
situations where there is limited space or uneven ground. Each manual sliding gate manufactured and designed by Zaun
to customer specifications. The Sapphire sliding gates offer a high degree of flexibility. Allowing us to design a gate that
fits your requirements exactly. These manual sliding gates use a trackless cantilever system. Supplied with a height of
up to 2.4 metres with a drive through width of between 3 metres up to 15 metres.
Manual sliding gates supplied with your choice of Zaun mesh, vertical bar, solid sheet or other options upon request.
Providing an attractive feature to complement your perimeter fencing solution. Also supplied with your choice of sliding
gate locking mechanism and slam and support posts to attach to new or existing fence lines.
The unique design also makes the manual sliding gates easy to handle and ready to assemble on site. Ensuring that
the are smaller plant lifting equipment required. The easy to assemble gates also provide customers with a compact
shipping solution. Each manual sliding gate is also available with a range of security topping options to provide you
perimeter with additional security.

Specifications
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Height:

1.4m to 2.4m

Width:

3m to 15m (in 1m increments)

Infill:

Your choice of mesh, solid sheet or vertical bar railings

Posts:

RHS Slam and Support Posts

Frame:

RHS Frame

Accessories:

Sliding Gate Lock / Optional one sided access

Finish:

Galvanised & Powder Coated to your choice of RAL Colour

(t): +44 (0)1902 796699 | (e): sales@zaun.co.uk | (w): www.zaun.co.uk
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Automatic Swing Gates

An automated swinging gate solution
Features & Benefits
•
•
•

•

Supplied with your choice of mesh,
vertical bar or solid panel infills
Additional security toppings and
access control options are also
available
Available in either single leaf or
double leaf options of up to 20
metres wide (double leaf) or 10
metres wide (single leaf)
Standard height of 2.4 metres (5 mtr
max.)

Zaun’s automatic swing gates, or hinged gates as they are sometimes known, are designed to provide a high degree
of security within a fence line where the run back required for a sliding gate installation is not possible. Each automatic
swing gate is customisable with your choice of welded mesh, woven mesh, vertical bar or solid panel infills with a variety
of topping and security access options.
These automatic swing gates are designed to suit the environment in which it is situated and are manufactured to the
height and width specifications required for the site. Designed to be cast into the ground when installed but can also be
supplied with bolt down options if required. The neat precise housing design accommodates the control panel within the
column, which provides a smooth and aesthetically pleasing appearance.
The automatic swing gates are controlled by a purpose made controller which can be configured very easily for all the
standard program modes including no passage time outs and free exit and entry loops to name a few. Fully assembled
and ready to be commissioned, these automatic swing gates are fully compliant to all manufacturing standards. This
minimises disruption on site and leaves a perfectly finished product that will serve for many years to come.
Manufactured with fully welded rectangular hollow sections, with low carbon steel to BS4848 Pt.2. Combination of
vertical 50mm x 25mm ERW bar infill. Backed by galvanised weld mesh, painted to match any colour in the RAL colour
range. These automatic swing gates are specifically designed for continuous and frequent use with a 100% Operating
duty cycle.

Specifications
Size:

H: 2.4m / 3m x W: 4m / 5m / 6m

Options:

100/200mm Traffic Light System / High Security Cabinet / Can be interfaced to any access
control systems

Safety:

Vehicle detector loops / Safety photocell beams / Flashing beacons / Audible alarm / Safety
Edge

Electrical Supply:

Dependent on Actuator
(t): +44 (0)1902 796699 | (e): sales@zaun.co.uk | (w): www.zaun.co.uk
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Automatic Cantilever Sliding Gates

An automated trackless gate solution
Features & Benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ideal for use on sites where a swing
gate is not suitable
Available in styles to suit your fence
line
Complements your existing fence line
Aesthetically pleasing
Fully customisable with your choice
of width, height, topping, colours and
infills
Available with a variety of additional
security and access control additions

Zaun’s trackless sliding gates are a cantilevered style sliding gate which secures sites with a maximum width of 15
metres. Each trackless sliding gate is available with your choice of infill ranging from welded mesh, woven mesh, vertical
bar or solid panelling, designed to suit the fence line. This trackless sliding gate system requires no ground tracks or
supports across the roadway and the gate leaf is supported by a main bottom beam, which slides above the road surface.
The balance is provided by a unique enclosed run back track, which enables the gate to be fully projected across the
roadway without tipping. The trackless sliding gate has a variety of additional options available, including safety control
systems such as vehicle detector loops, safety photocells, ultra-sonic sensors and safety edges are also available. Each
sliding gate can be powder coated to almost any RAL colour and manufactured to be aesthetically pleasing to the local
environment.
Additional signage, audible alarms and flashing beacons can also be added.

Specifications
Size:

H: 2.4m - 5m x W: up to 15m

Options:

Disengaging box – manual override / 100/200mm Traffic Light System / Can be interfaced to
any access control systems

Safety:

Vehicle detector loops / Safety photocell beams and ultra-sonic sensors / Safety edges /
Signage, audible alarms and flashing beacons

Electrical Supply:

18
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Single and Three Phase Supply available

(t): +44 (0)1902 796699 | (e): sales@zaun.co.uk | (w): www.zaun.co.uk
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Automatic Security Sliding Gates

An automated tracked gate solution
Features & Benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ideal for use on sites where a swing
gate is not suitable
Available in styles to suit your fence
line
A great complement to your existing
fence line
Aesthetically pleasing
Fully customisable with your choice
of width, height, topping, colours and
infills
Available with a variety of additional
security and access control additions

Zaun’s automatic tracked sliding gates are specifically designed to run on tracks installed onto the roadway. Each
cantilever sliding gate is available in bespoke designs with your choice of height and width and available in a wide range
of RAL colours.
These automatic tracked sliding gates are manufactured with a variety of infill options, ranging from welded and woven
mesh to vertical bar and solid panels. Each of these infill options are designed to match and suit the fence line or local
environment. The track work is cast into the concrete foundation which is poured in two stages. The track is bolted down
first to pour the concrete and the second pour brings the level up to the finished road level. Each track is usually 5mm
below the finished road level.
Available with sliding gate safety control systems, vehicle detector loops, safety photocells, ultra-sonic sensors and
safety edges are also available. Also available with a variety of gate toppings and accessories such as signage, audible
alarms and flashing beacons.

Specifications
Size:

H: 2.4m to 5m x W: up to 35m

Options:

Disengaging box – manual override / 100/200mm Traffic Light System / Can be interfaced to
any access control systems

Safety:

Vehicle detector loops / Safety photocell beams and ultra-sonic sensors / Safety edges /
Signage, audible alarms and flashing beacons

Electrical Supply:

6 amp, 3 wire, 230v, 50hz, single phase supply
(t): +44 (0)1902 796699 | (e): sales@zaun.co.uk | (w): www.zaun.co.uk
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Automatic Trackless Bi-Folding Speed Gates

A bi-folding gate without the need for tracks
Features & Benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Features a completely level top rail
No gaps above the speed gate
Decorative toppings available
Security toppings can be easily
added
Single bi-folding leaf up to 5mtr /
Double bi-folding leaf up to 10mtr
Programmable Logic Control (PLC)
Open/close cycle time 5 seconds
All Trackless Bi Folding Speed
Gates are 100% duty rated

Zaun’s trackless bi-folding speed gates are the ideal solution for where the speed is essential. Or where space is at a
premium. Bi-Folding speed gates designed with high security in mind. Gates manufactured with a post with a bi-folding
leaf attached. The gates have a hinge between the leafs which further assists in very fast operation speeds.
Unlike other bi-folding speed gates, this does not require a track either in the ground or overhead to fold the leaf. This
gate uses a unique folding system. Trackless bi-folding speed gate leaf sections with fully welded assemblies. The leaf
frames are constructed of CHS and RHS sections. Featuring an integrated control panel and encoder which allows for
a fast and smooth direct drive action. Designed to typically open at more than twice the speed of traditional swing gates
of the same size. This ensures a fast throughput of traffic whilst maintaining the security of the site.
Available with your choice of in-fill either with vertical bars and/or other welded mesh to suit the fence line. All available
in almost any RAL colour to suit the local environment. Typically a bi-folding speed gate system consists of either a
single unit of one post, one bi-folding leaf. Spanning up to 3.5 metres. On wider openings typically up to 7 metres span
a pair of opposite handed units (a bi-parting pair) need to be used. In the centre of the roadway a receptor plate is
required to receive the leading edge rollers when the gate reaches the fully closed position.
The operation of the torque drive motor, controlled by a Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) based unit located within
the associated control cabinet.

Specifications
Size:

H: 2.4m to 6m x W: up to 10m

Options:

100/200mm Traffic Light System / High Security Cabinet / Can be interfaced to any access
control systems

Safety:

Vehicle detector loops / Safety photocell beams / Flashing beacons / Audible alarm / Safety
Edge

Electrical Supply:

20
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Dependant on actuator

(t): +44 (0)1902 796699 | (e): sales@zaun.co.uk | (w): www.zaun.co.uk
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Automatic Rising Arm Barriers

An ideal traffic calming solution
Features & Benefits
•
•

•
•
•
•

An exceptionally robust heavy-duty
boom
Recommended for sites requiring a
greater level of security and/or
exposed sites where there is high
wind conditions
Unlimited duty cycles
Secures large road widths
Additional security options also
available
Can be manufactured to your choice
of colours to suit the local
environment

The Automatic Rising Arm Barriers or boom gates as they are also known, are typically found at parking facilities, check
points and entrances to restricted areas. These heavy duty automatic rising arm barriers are designed as a method for
controlling the passage of vehicles through a designated entrance or exit. The automatic barrier can also be installed as
a traffic calming measure to prevent through traffic, whilst allowing authorised vehicles such as emergency services and
buses to take advantage of the shorter more direct route.
These automatic rising arm barriers are designed for continuous use and can support boom lengths or up to 10 metres
and full height swivel skirts are available at up to 7.5 metres. The Automatic Rising Arm Barriers are hydraulically
operated Available with a wide range of access control systems are available and additional safety control systems such
as vehicle detector loops, safety photocells and ultra-sonic sensors can also be supplied.

Specifications
Boom Length:

up to 10m

Boom Skirt:

up to 9m

Full Height Skirt:

up to 7.5m

Options:

Boom lights, Maglocks, Articulated booms, Stainless steel cabinet, Signs, Traffic light systems,
Skirts, Pogo Stick End Rests / Can be interfaced to any access control systems.

Safety:

Vehicle detector loops / Safety photocell beams, light curtain and ultra-sonic sensors / Safety
edges / Signage, audible alarms and flashing beacons

Electrical Supply:

6 amp, 3 wire, 230V, 50Hz, single phase supply

(t): +44 (0)1902 796699 | (e): sales@zaun.co.uk | (w): www.zaun.co.uk
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Manual Rising Arm Barriers

Restricts unauthorised road access
Features & Benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•

Heavy duty
Deterrent for security
Prevents unauthorised access
Protect your property or premises
from trespassers
Fish tail weight counter balance
design
Available in your choice of RAL
colours

The manual rising arm barrier is a low maintenance, cost effective way of manually controlling access to unauthorised
areas. Available in spans of up to 9 metres, the manual rising arm barrier is easy to operate and can be typically found
used in commercial applications.
Assembled with a steel box section and a shaft that pivots on two heavy-duty stainless steel bearing blocks. This counter
balanced manual rising arm barrier system is designed with lifting handles and locking bars at the pivot point. The design
incorporates a locking mechanism, allowing you to fix the manual rising arm barrier in the raised or lowered position prior
to applying the padlock.
A counter balanced fish tail weight is fine tunes for the ease of operation. Our manual rising arm barriers are manually
operated rising arm barriers ideal for parking control, road access and traffic management requirements.

Specifications

22
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Boom Length:

Up to 7.5m

Skirt:

Up to 7.5m

Options:

Warning signs, lower folding skirt / Special colours available

(t): +44 (0)1902 796699 | (e): sales@zaun.co.uk | (w): www.zaun.co.uk
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Manual Garrison Road Closer

A low cost road closer
Features & Benefits
•
•
•
•
•

Available in red and white or black
and yellow (customised colours
available upon request)
Boom barriers in lengths of up to 10
metres
A manual swing arm barrier system
An inexpensive cost effective swing
barrier solution
Ideal solution to a variety of parking,
road access and traffic management
requirements

Zaun’s garrison swing gates or also known as manual road closers. Inexpensive barriers, designed to close off entrances,
which have sufficient room for a horizontal opening and to control infrequent vehicle flow. An easy to operate manual
swing gate with an aluminium boom length of up to 7.5 metres. These road closers feature a boom that swings through
180 degrees. Capable of padlocking to the latch post and secure the boom in the opened position.
These road closers are available with boom lengths of 10 metres with a skirt also available. The two latch posts secure
the boom into open or closed positions. A pedestal and fixed end rests also supplied. These are also shot blasted to
clean metal and hot zinc sprayed. Each road closer features a boom, manufactured from aluminium. Finished in white
with red stripes or yellow with black stripes as standard (other colours are available upon request).
The manual swing gate is also available with optional extras. Including warning signs, latch back post (to secure boom
in the opened position) and lower folding skirts.

Specifications
Boom Length:

Up to 7.5m

Skirt:

Up to 5m

Options:

Latch back post / Warning Sign / Lower Skirt / Special Colours
(t): +44 (0)1902 796699 | (e): sales@zaun.co.uk | (w): www.zaun.co.uk
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Manual Height Restrictors

Restrict access for large vehicles
Features & Benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Easy to operate
Manual Swing Gate
Boom lengths up to 10 metres with or
without skirt
Boom is aluminium, finished as
standard white with red stripes or
yellow with black stripes
Pedestal and fixed end rests
Accessories Optional including
Warning signs and lower folding
skirts
Special colours also available

The Height Restrictor Barriers, simple barriers designed specifically to allow access to site for cars and light vehicles.
But they control the entry of higher vehicles by means of a height adjustable nudge bar. This bar then warns vehicles
wishing to gain access that the vehicle may be to high. When entry, required by higher vehicles, the boom on the height
restriction barrier, unlocks and pushes through 180 degrees. Then they are padlocked to the latch post which will secure
the boom into the open position.
These height restriction barriers feature two latch posts what secure the boom into open or closed position. Each boom is
manufactured from aluminium. Finished as standard with white and red stripes or yellow with black stripes (other colours
are available upon request).
Each height restriction barrier is available with a range of optional accessories including warning signs, latch back posts
(to secure boom in the opened position) and nudge bars. The manual height restriction barrier combined with the manual
swing barrier further restricts access to higher vehicles and all other vehicles at certain times of the day.

Specifications
Boom Length:

Up to 9m

Options:

Latch back post (to secure boom in the open position) / Nudge Bar / Warning signs /
Lower folding skirt / Special colours available at additional cost
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Automatic Rising Kerbs

The ultimate vehicle restriction
Features & Benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Heavy duty
Deterrent for security
Prevents unauthorised access
Controlled via access control options
Protect your property or premises
from trespassers
Industrial hydraulic pump drive unit
Motor protection
Security lock on cabinet door
Instantly Reversible
100% duty rating

Automatic Rising Kerbs or rising blockers as they are also known. A reliable and uncompromising solution, ideal for
preventing unwanted vehicle access. These security road blockers provide higher levels of security with built in stopping
power. Used extensively for premises such as cash centres, banks, government building, embassies, bullion depots,
cargo parks, ports and lorry parks among others. These rising kerbs provide a simple solution and additional security to
sites where vandalism is a risk. Available in width of between 2 metres and 5 metres and 2 different heights dependent
upon the security threat levels. Available with lift heights of 353mm or 533mm.
The fully automatic rising kerb utilises the latest trusted hydraulic technology ensuring that due to the high quality
components they have a long durable life requiring the minimum recommended maintenance. 100% duty rating and
designed for continuous and frequent use. An instantly reversible industrial hydraulic pump drive unit with motor protection
and switched fused supply supplied. The power required, supplied from a three phase 400V power supply as standard.
Manufactured from welded rectangular hollow section frame and a chequered top plate to complement the rising kerb
system. This range of rising kerbs also feature an advanced hydraulic power pack to raise and lower the blocker smoothly.
The Road Blocker interfaceable with almost any access control system required. A traffic light system with industrial
bulbs and failure sensor also included as standard.

Specifications
Lift Height:

353mm or 533mm

Width:

Up to 5m

Options:

Stainless steel cabinet / Signs / Traffic light systems / Vandal resistant light cages / Can be
interfaced to any access control systems

Safety:

Vehicle detector loops / Safety photocell beams, light curtain and ultra-sonic / sensors /
Signage, audible alarms and flashing beacons

Electrical Supply:

10 amp, 5 wire, 400V, 50Hz - three phase & neutral (single phase supply possible)
(t): +44 (0)1902 796699 | (e): sales@zaun.co.uk | (w): www.zaun.co.uk
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Automatic Bollards

Automated for vehicle restriction
Features & Benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Heavy duty
Deterrent for security
Prevents unauthorised access
Controlled via access control options
Protect your property or premises
from trespassers
Industrial hydraulic pump drive unit
Motor protection
Instantly Reversible
Reinforced hoses for long service life
Long life hydraulic seals
100% duty rating

Zaun Automatic Rising Bollards, high end bollards designed to employ a simple and effective electrical hydraulic
mechanism. This ensures a smooth and efficient movement of the bollard. Designed to proved automated vehicle
access to your premises. Designed to be a very secure automatic bollard system in preventing unauthorised access.
Often used in conjunction with automatic barriers.
Automatic rising bollards installed into the ground and brought level with the road surface. Controlled by a small control
panel with integrated safety features. A manual override facility ensures the automatic bollard has the ability to lower
in the event of an emergency. Built for performance and extensively tested for over 3,000 manoeuvres a day. Ideal for
allowing certain access to certain zones around a compound that may have heavy vehicle traffic flow.
Controlled by a dedicated control unit. Automatic bollards, capable of controlling up to 4 bollards simultaneously. Also
includes a deceleration features at the end of travel when opening and closing. Typically available with a diameter of
215mm and a lift height of 600mm. Although other sizes are also available upon request. For additional safety, the
bollard also fitted with an obstacle detection sensor. This stops and lowers the bollard if detection of an obstacle. A crown
of LED lights mounted to the top of the cylinder with a built-in acoustic warning signal.

Specifications
Lift Height:

600mm

Diameter:

215mm

Options:

Signs / Traffic light systems / Vandal resistant light cages / Can be interfaced to any access
control systems

Safety:

Vehicle detector loops / Safety photocell beams, light curtain and ultra-sonic sensors / Signage,
audible alarms and flashing beacons

Electrical Supply:

26
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Power is supplied from a single phase 230v

(t): +44 (0)1902 796699 | (e): sales@zaun.co.uk | (w): www.zaun.co.uk
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Static Bollards

Ideal for security and demarcation
Features & Benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•

Heavy duty
Deterrent for security
Restricts unauthorised access
Protect your property or premises
from trespassers
Permanent and removable options
Aesthetically pleasing and does not
affect the local environment

Zaun’s range of static bollards or security bollards as they are also known, offer a level of security that are simple and
easy to use. This static bollard range acts as a physical barrier to protect pedestrians and buildings from vehicles by
providing clear traffic demarcation and add visual security that does not affect the local environment.
Available in a range of finishes and colours including steel, stainless steel and ferrocast. Our static bollards are available
in a variety of heights, thickness, foundation depths and finishes and proved clear traffic demarcation and terror deterrent.
All of our static bollards have been treated to be weather resistant and can be supplied in a colour of your choosing.
For HVM crash resistant PAS 68 bollards please see our Hostile Vehicle Mitigation range.

Specifications
Top:

Flat

Diameter:

90mm / 114mm / 168mm

Height:

900mm / 1m Above Ground

Root Depth:

300mm / 500mm / 2.5m
(t): +44 (0)1902 796699 | (e): sales@zaun.co.uk | (w): www.zaun.co.uk
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Telescopic Security Posts

A removable post solution
Features & Benefits
•
•
•
•

Highly visible product ideal for
parking protection
Easy to install and operate
Easy to use
Can be removed, unhinged or locked
into place

Zaun’s telescopic security posts offer a high level of security that are easy to use. These posts designed as removable,
unhinged or locked into place. The removable security posts, an effective way to provide a high level of security. And
protection to deter attempted theft of vehicles or other large movable items from the premises. Security posts, commonly
used in commercial sites where security and ease of access if required.
The telescopic security posts easy to use and after the initial ground work, an easy to install product. Telescopic post
either manually pulled up from the ground and locked into an upright position or completely removable.
Security posts supplied with suited keys that make locking and unlocking the posts as easy as possible. Each post also
requires the user to dig down into the ground and concrete the unit into place. Usually positioned on the entrance to a
parking lot or driveway, or also located directed in front or behind where the vehicle is positioned.
The top of the security post is finished level with the finished surface. The user then opens a flap to reveal the post,
unlocks the post, pulls the post up and locks it into the raised position.
Ideally situated on driveway entrances, a rising bollard also used on vehicle forecourts, private car parks, in front of
garage doors and on private roadways.

Specifications
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Top:

Twist Handle Lock

Diameter:

76mm / 90mm / 114mm

Height:

580mm / 670mm / 850mm

(t): +44 (0)1902 796699 | (e): sales@zaun.co.uk | (w): www.zaun.co.uk
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Access Control

Features & Benefits
•
•
•
•

A wide range of security locks and
access management equipment
Monitor & control access to your
building, sports arena or perimeter
Available in a range of security levels
Easily integrated into the current
security system

Zaun supply a wide range of perimeter access control solutions from reader pedestals to fingerprint recognition. Zaun’s
complete range of perimeter access control are designed to complement our existing range of perimeter fencing, gates
and cctv systems to provide customers with a full turnkey perimeter security system.
Perimeter access control systems are generally designed to ensure the owner or manager of the site can easily and
securely control access to their site. Usually the perimeter access control system is seen as the second layer in the
physical security structure and combined with pedestrian and vehicle access gates, barriers and turnstiles to form a full
perimeter security solution.
Our range of perimeter access control solutions include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Access Control Pedestals
Inductive Loop Detectors
Keypads
Stop / Push Buttons
Video Intercoms
Audio Intercoms
Photocells (Infra Red Beams)
LED Traffic Lights
GSM Intercoms
GSM Gate Openers
Magnetic Locks
Gas Self Closer Rams
Remote Control Receiver Boards
& Fobs
Key Switches
Proximity Readers
4 Channel Remote Controls

(t): +44 (0)1902 796699 | (e): sales@zaun.co.uk | (w): www.zaun.co.uk
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Security Locks

Features & Benefits
•
•
•

A range of locks specifically selected
for use with our pedestrian and
vehicle gates
Provides your site with additional
security
Available to buy online at
www.zaunstore.co.uk

Zaun have a wide range of security gate locks that have been specifically selected for use with our range of pedestrian
gates and vehicle access gates.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Standard key operated security gate locks
Code operated mechanical slide gate locks
Electrical gate locks
Double cylinder gate locks
Hybrid gate locks
Emergency escape locks
Industrial slide late gate locks
Push pad gate locks
Push button gate locks
Digital gate locks
Drop bolts
and more…

All our gates will be made to have the locks as an integral part of the structure.
Zaun’s range of Locinox Security Locks are available from our online store www.zaunstore.co.uk.
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(t): +44 (0)1902 796699 | (e): sales@zaun.co.uk | (w): www.zaun.co.uk

Case Studies

Water Utilities

Borders

Mental Health Units

Cash Centres

Airport Cargo Areas

Electricity Stations

Political Summits

Police Stations

Prisons

Nuclear Power

Booster Stations

Oil & Gas Sites

Gas Network Sites

Fracking Sites

Government Buildings

Ports

Data Centres

Vehicle Compounds

Airports

Reserviors

MOD Sites

Major Sporting Events

Olympics

Transport Hubs

(t): +44 (0)1902 796699 | (e): sales@zaun.co.uk | (w): www.zaun.co.uk
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Galvanising

All of our posts, gates and panels are galvanised, with the majority of our steelwork receiving a hot-dip galvanised
finish to BS EN 1461:1999. Hot dip galvanising guarantees maximum protection, with a minimum of 50 years corrosion
resistance*.
It is a dipping process in which fluid zinc alloys to the steel surface. The zinc will penetrate all recesses and open hollow
surfaces. In order to achieve this with hollow tubes like posts and gate frames, they are ‘vented’ which means that the
zinc can flow inside the tube – hence a protective zinc coating is not only applied to the outside of the steel work but to
the inside as well.
Prior to dipping, the steel work goes through 8 stages of pretreatment. Firstly this involves 6 acid tanks of increasing
strength, which degrease the surface and remove impurities. The steel is then rinsed in an iron free water before being
initially heated to 75° in the flux tank, which will evaporate all water from the steel.
The steel is then dipped in the zinc tank, during which a flux solution is sprayed on to help the zinc flow over the metal.
The galvanised metal is then carefully removed from the tank at a specific angle, to help the excess zinc flow off. The
metalwork is then cooled in water prior to fettling if required.

Powder Coating

Polyester Powder coating is a complex organic colour layer available as an option on all of our fencing products. The
process offers an extended life for the fence and gives it a bright colour coating, available in over 60 standard colours
and over 1000 non-standard colours in both the RAL and British Standard ranges. Zaun’s powder coatings meet the
requirements of BS 6497 which include subjecting the galvanised steel to a multi-stage pre-treatment prior to the organic
powder coating being applied. This pre-treatment ensures that our coatings offer the highest level of performance on
the market.
Features of Zaun’s Powder Coated Finish:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Up to 25 year life expectancy
Reduced chipping during installation – avoiding touch up
Assured quality to BS6497 thanks to a continually monitored process with on-line computer controlled processing
Available in a wide range of colours
Resistant to ultra-violet induced colour and gloss change
Long term adhesion retention
Resistant to salt spray and environmental pollution
If coating gets damaged, corrosion will not spread to other areas of metal
Graffiti resistant – can be cleaned using benzene, turpentine or methylethylketone
Low maintenance

(t): +44 (0)1902 796699 | (e): sales@zaun.co.uk | (w): www.zaun.co.uk

Professionalism in every area |

Zaun Group supply perimeter and sports fencing and associated equipment to fencing contractors and end users such
as local authorities and corporate bodies. A design, manufacture, supply and installation service is offered.
Zaun Group is committed to the provision of total Quality Assured goods and service to meet all customer specified
needs and expectations and all associated regulatory requirements. This is accomplished by holding regular meetings
and setting objectives and targets for on going improvement in performance and resources in order to meet current and
future customer and regulatory demands.
To ensure consistent performance to the specified requirements the company implements an effective quality system
meeting the requirements of BS EN ISO 9001:2008.
The quality system and general organisation is described in the quality policy manual.
Detailed working instructions to company employed personnel are contained in a separate series of quality control
procedures which are referred to in the quality policy manual.
The quality programme laid down in the quality policy manual and associated quality control procedures has the full
support of the management and it is a mandatory requirement that all personnel involved will comply with the defined
policies, systems and procedures. It is the responsibility of company management, that all company personnel thoroughly
understand the company quality policy and the requirements for implementation.

(t): +44 (0)1902 796699 | (e): sales@zaun.co.uk | (w): www.zaun.co.uk
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Zaun Group Headquarters
Steel Drive
Wolverhampton
WV10 9ED
United Kingdom
(t): +44 (0) 1902 796699
(f): +44 (0) 1902 796698
(e): sales@zaun.co.uk
(w): www.zaun.co.uk

			
Zaun France
+33 (0)7837 65869
sales@zaun.fr
www.zaun.fr

Other offices in the Zaun Group

Zaun Middle East
+971 (0)4383 5479
sales@zaun.ae
www.zaun.ae

Zaun Spain
+34 (0)9760 76964
sales@zaun.es
www.zaun.es

EyeLynx
+44 (0)203 044 2905
sales@eyelynx.com
www.eyelynx.com

Binns Fencing
+44 (0)1707 85 5555
sales@binns-fencing.com
www.binns-fencing.com

Setting new boundaries in security
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